Crick hypothesized that actin was present in the spine spine motility might be to enable a searching function and that the presumptive motility of spines was actin during synaptogenesis, allowing for more efficacious based. In an even earlier study, Siekevitz and his colneuronal connectivity in the neuronal thicket. This idea leagues had already identified actin at the postsynaptic revisits concepts originally formulated by Cajal, who density (PSD), which is an essential structural element proposed over a hundred years ago that spines might of all spines (Blomberg et al., 1977), and proposed that, help to increase and modify synaptic connections.
Introduction

Imaging Spine Motility: Phenomenology From Cajal to Crick
Over the last 20 years, the dynamics of the growth cone Dendritic spines were discovered by Cajal, who, have been studied in great detail (Mueller, 1999; Tessierapplying the relatively novel Golgi method, noticed that Lavigne and Goodman, 1996) . However, it is only a decade or so that similar experiments have been carried while later dendritic protrusions were long-lived and stawe lump together under the common term "motility" ble. On the basis of their quantitative analysis, counting many different types of morphological changes. We may filopodia and spines, they argued that filopodia turn therefore be combining phenomena with different mechinto spines. More specifically, the authors proposed that anisms and function. In fact, to appreciate the richness filopodial motility is related to synaptogenesis, and that of the phenomenon of spine motility, we encourage the filopodia create axo-dendritic contacts, by producing a reader to view some of the movies that document spine "virtual" dendrite, a cylindrical territory within which the motility (urls provided below; see also Supplemental dendrite could use filopodia to capture incoming axons. Movie S1 at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/35/ As plausible as this scenario might sound, the other 6/1019/DC1 (1996) , movements might be used by the postsynaptic from the rearrangements of the actin cytoskeleton. Becell to find the appropriate presynaptic targets. The mocause of this, it was theoretically possible that the "contility of dendritic protrusions might therefore be a crucial tainer" (the spine itself) might not change in morphology, step in the formation of neuronal circuitry. whereas the "content" (the actin cytoskeleton) did (EdAs advantageous as it seems to study the retina as wards, 1998). Also, spines in dissociated cultures, with a relatively intact preparation, studying ganglion cells less structural constraints, might move, whereas spines has one disadvantage: it is precisely the ganglion cells surrounded by neuropil might not (Edwards, 1998).
which suffer injury during the setting up of the preparaThese objections were dispelled by a study that retion because their axons in the optic nerve are severed ported rapid spine motility in acute and cultured brain when the retina is removed from the animal. Therefore, slices ( ). This allows dendrites to make contacts fer, 1997). Therefore, spines could help to implement input-specific learning rules and spine motility could to axons not only in the immediate vicinity but also within reach of the spine, without the need for the axons (or serve to change these rules.
Because diffusion through the spine neck scales with dendrites) to run convoluted and tortuous paths. It has been estimated that this increases the number of potenits length (Svoboda et al., 1996) , the length of the spine neck will be the relevant parameter controlling the time tial contacts between axons and dendrites approxi- 
